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Abstract—AllJoyn is one of the emerging standards for the
upcoming revolution known as Internet of Things. Within a
couple of years, many devices and appliances in every home
are expected to be interconnected, and connected to the global
network, using this standard defined by the AllSeen Alliance. In
this work, we first review the current status and architecture of
the AllJoyn open standard, with special focus on its security
aspects. Then, we discuss the security and privacy of the
imminent deployment of AllJoyn within homes, buildings and
urban infrastructures across the globe, documenting the need
for strong consideration of remedies to the listed vulnerabilities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Related to the ever-decreasing cost of hardware and con-
nectivity, the connected-device proliferation passed the point
where Internet of Things (IoT) becomes reality. The number
of connected use cases and application areas appears to be
infinite. This proliferation also brings all sorts of problems,
including connectivity, interoperability and security.

A number of solutions are emerging to comprehensively
address these, be it AllSeen Alliance’s AllJoyn [1], Open
Connectivity Foundation’s IoTivity [2], Google Weave [3],
Apple HomeKit [4] or various initiatives of IETF, FP7 or
European Commision. AllJoyn and IoTivity are among the
open standards that enjoy a lot of attention, mainly from orig-
inal equipment manufacturers (OEMs). Despite their common
goals, standards compete to some extent (as observed from
IP policies) and a firm often becomes a member of multiple
bodies, waiting to see how things turn out.

As standards mature, the initial small-scale deployments
are soon to be followed by intelligent buildings and smart
cities. These large-scale environments often uncover a whole
new host of potential problems and make existing ones worse,
putting a real pressure on standards. Among the major prob-
lems are security and privacy.

AllSeen Alliance currently has over 250 members, has a
certification system, is shipping production code and has more
than 200M AllJoyn-enabled products in the market. Having
both merits and drawbacks of an open-source project, AllJoyn
has to be thoroughly evaluated before deployment in large and

critical environments. Especially in context of threats arising
from the IoT-shaped world.

In this paper, we analyze AllJoyn (as of its late-2015 and
early-2016 releases) and its feasibility to deploy in both small
and large scale (see Fig. 1). The rest of this paper is organized
as follows: § II presents the State of the art. § II also describes
AllJoyn, its architecture and a degree of security it offers.
§ III discusses risks of deploying AllJoyn: system takeover
threat; usage and related difficulties; framework limitations
and privacy concerns. We conclude and discuss implications
in § IV.

II. STATE OF THE ART

IoT necessitates a novel approach to security as the number
of connected devices is up by an order of magnitude, they are
resource-constrained and impose diverse traffic patterns. The
study [5] summarizes open security issues in IoT research,
such as privacy, integrity and authentication using limited
resources. Unless these are addressed thoroughly and in a
timely manner, devices remain at a risk of compromise, which
in turn negatively impacts their owners, surroundings, vendors,
service providers and manufacturers. In fact a number of
high-profile flaws has already been discovered, mostly inside
the automotive industry [6], [7]. Part of the problem is that
the vendors are not properly incentivized to make security a
part of the whole lifecycle of the product [8]. Another major
reason is a lack of security understanding of all stakeholders
- something the initiatives such as The IEEE Cybersecurity
Initiative (CYBSI) [9] aim to tackle.

A. Related Work

Up until recently, proprietary closed ecosystems were driv-
ing IoT and security therein. Security, if any, could have only
been evaluated via black-box testing or reverse-engineering.
With the need for interoperability, semi-open and open ecosys-
tems emerged, providing an open specifications with reviews,
but also a higher exposure to threats.

The studies [10] and [11] provide general IoT-device secure-
design guidelines. Transport security of AllJoyn can be di-
rectly compared to Transport Layer Security (TLS) [12]. In
contrast to AllJoyn, TLS offers negotiated ciphersuite, rich
crypto options, well-defined extension mechanisms and has
been highly scrutinized [13]. AllJoyn keystore by default lacks978-1-4673-8473-5/16/$31.00 c©2016 IEEE



strong protections, as these are platform-specific. The goal for
vendors should always be to have a Trusted Platform Module
(TPM)-based [14] industry-grade keystore, as implemented for
instance in mobile devices [15].

B. AllJoyn

The AllJoyn framework is an open-source software sys-
tem that provides an environment for distributed applications
(apps) running across different device classes [17]. It en-
ables ad hoc, proximity based, peer-to-peer, bearer agnostic
networking between devices and applications. AllJoyn re-
implements the wire protocol set forth by the D-Bus speci-
fication [18] and extends the D-Bus wire protocol to support
distributed devices. To enable Cloud connectivity, remoting
AllJoyn devices, message filtering middleware, bridging iso-
lated AllJoyn networks and proxying non-AllJoyn networks,
the AllSeen-provided Gateway Agent [19] and Device System
Bridge [20] applications exist to be deployed on strategic
devices such as IoT hubs. AllJoyn network topology consists
of application and routing nodes, sometimes bundled in a
single device (see Fig. 2). The core of the framework comes in
Thin and Standard versions, where the former is designed for
resource-constrained devices and requires an external router to
forward messages to other devices.

Applications provide interfaces on a distributed bus con-
nected to a router. An interface defines a set of methods
(invoked by either party), signals (emitted by the producer)
and properties (accessed via get or set actions). An interested
consumer application discovers the provider interfaces and
creates a point-to-point session with the producer. AllJoyn also
supports a more-efficient less-secure multi-point sessions.

An interface is expected to be a unit of functionality and
security granularity. AllJoyn security consists of two layers,
where the lower provides fundamental security mechanisms to
be invoked via APIs and the upper (called Security 2.0) adds
semantics and provides for a configurable and manageable
security, decoupling these from the application code.
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Fig. 1. Industrial AllJoyn [16]. The envisioned deployment of AllJoyn in
industrial, building and smart-city networks.
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Fig. 2. AllJoyn Topology. AllJoyn router and application nodes can be hosted
on or even bundled in a single device. Application nodes need a connection
to the router node for sending messages onto network.

C. AllJoyn Security

At its core, AllJoyn provides mechanisms for authentication,
authorization, confidentiality and integrity [13]. Inside the
application code, interfaces can be annotated as secure and
proper callbacks for providing and verifying credentials imple-
mented. The connection can also be secured explicitly via API.
Applications decide whether key exchanges are anonymous
or authenticated using either a symmetric or an asymmetric
key. Once authenticated, the application generates a persistent
pairwise master secret shared with every authenticated peer
application. From master secret it then derives a symmetric
session key for encrypting messages on a corresponding point-
to-point session. Every application also generates a symmetric
group key used to encrypt signals on a potential future multi-
point sessions and distributes the group key to every connected
peer application for decryption. NIST currently expects the
crypto suite in AllJoyn to be good at least until 2030 [21],
assuming the platform provides enough entropy for either a
platform-provided random number generator or the AllJoyn-
provided CTR DRBG [22]. All the mechanisms are to be
invoked via language bindings. The fixed ciphersuite includes
128-bit AES CCM [23], SHA-256 HMAC [12], ECDSA [24],
[25], EC-SPEKE [26], [27] and ECDHE [28] with NIST P-256
curves. The crypto assets are stored in the encrypted storage,
whose protection strength is based on what the platform offers.
As the number of crypto assets can potentially become high,
secure devices need to have network buffers and NVRAM
sized appropriately. Optimizations and offload can be achieved
by porting the code and thus replacing built-in AllJoyn crypto.

D. AllJoyn Security 2.0

To enable broader adoption and support future development,
the late-2015 version of AllJoyn adds a “Security 2.0” business
layer on top of existing AllJoyn security. Its main contributions
include: a configuration approach for working with security,
ontologies to make security more comprehensive and various
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Fig. 3. Security 2.0 Architecture. Consumer and producer application nodes
together with an optional Security Manager application node used for their
initial security provisioning and subsequent changes in provisioning.

practical mechanisms for PKI and grouping1 of applications.
Security 2.0 is backwards compatible and takes the “encrypt-
by-default” approach, under which an anonymous encryption
is better than no encryption.

In the Security 2.0 world, applications are identified using
a combination of GUID (identifier) and an identity certificate.
Membership in particular security groups is denoted by pos-
sessing the corresponding membership certificates. Both types
of certificates are in the standard X.509 version 3 format,
distinguished by a value of the Extended Key Usage (EKU)
extension field [29], [30].

Authorization is based on inbound and outbound private
ACLs/policies, specifying interfaces and conditions under
which these are produced or consumed, respectively. To ease
the management and to make applications more trustworthy
inside the network, verified manifests containing interfaces to
be consumed are presented during the handshake with peer
application, which then caches them and enforces from that
moment on.

To organize the security management, Security 2.0 intro-
duced a special-purpose application called “Security Manager”
(SM). It is a local analogy of a Certificate Authority from

1Security groups and group keys are not related. A security group is a set
of Security 2.0 apps for which a uniform policy can be applied. Group key
is a symmetric key for devices messaging over an active multi-point session.
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Fig. 4. End-to-end Security 2.0 communication flow. Two Security 2.0 appli-
cations proceeding from not knowing each other to an encrypted messaging.

conventional Internet PKIs, where mutual authentication and
provisioning changes are less common compared to peer-
to-peer networks. SM provides mechanisms for (un)claiming
applications; identity, security group and policy management;
inter-SM interaction; delegation and SM hierarchies. As any
other application, SM can be hosted on a smartphone, IoT hub,
in Cloud or elsewhere. Fig. 3 shows the resulting Security 2.0
architecture.

Factory-default applications join the network as unmanaged.
SM is eventually expected to claim them and provision ac-
cordingly with identity, policies, security group memberships,
trust anchors and verified manifests. From then on, no further
interaction with SM is needed unless a change in provisioning
is required. SM keystore thus needs to be well-protected as its
root key can add devices and policies to the network and grant
permissions arbitrarily. SM is an optional entity, but without
such entity, applications are left on their own to provision keys
and bootstrap authentication, which presumably creates man-
agement and development burden and often makes security
worse. However, designing fallback scenarios is encouraged,
as relying on SM’s continuous availability to provision new or
modify existing devices is risky. Fig. 4 depicts the end-to-end
communication flow of Security 2.0 applications.



III. RISKS

This section discusses several risks of running AllJoyn at
various scales and summarizes them in Tab. I. Such risks
represent possible enablers of major incidents, triggered by
attackers, legitimate users or machine-to-machine interaction.
In home networks, an unexpected simultaneous HVAC peak
load may endanger the GRID. In smart cities, private and
public transportation can be put at risk by misuse of traffic
control systems.

A. System takeover

Management and protection of large-scale deployments
comes with a significant amount of responsibility. Because
isolation (as one of good security practices) is broken by in-
teroperability, ubiquious connectivity coupled with the ability
of things to seamlessly talk to one another creates a double-
edged sword. The threat of losing control over the system
becomes more of a concern outside the small-scale home-
like deployments. In the context of intelligent buildings, this
threat applies for instance to GRID and in smart cities even
to dedicated mobile networks, meshed networks, industrial
internet or VANETs. Points of failure include Roots of Trust,
IoT hubs and the SDK itself.

Root of Trust compromise. As per AllJoyn Security 2.0, SMs
are both a certificate authority and a trust anchor for a likely
large subset of devices, concentrating an unprecedented power.
SM as the Root of network trust can add devices and policies
to the network, grant permissions and enable remote access.
The means for doing all this are certificate-signing capabilities
using keys from the root keystore. As such, SM keystore needs
to be well-protected using the strongest measures such as TPM
or HSM. Also, a strict access control and processes have to
be established to control SM actions.

IoT hub compromise. In the context of AllJoyn, an IoT
hub often implies a device running the AllSeen’s Gateway
Agent and/or Device System Bridge applications that provide
practical mechanisms for remoting AllJoyn and proxying
non-AllJoyn networks, respectively. In small-scale home-like
environments, the motivations for deploying such IoT hubs
include controller capabilities and external connectivity. In
large-scale deployments, additional reasons include message
filtering, computation offloading and reducing the number of
direct connections. Because of that, IoT hubs hold a consid-
erable number of rules and policies coupled with an extra
intelligence, all of which must be protected and harnessed
sensibly. Hubs thus need to be much more capable than
current home Wi-Fi routers, and their ownership must be
unambiguous.

SDK exploit. In addition to being a network protocol,
AllJoyn provides the SDK to be used for application develop-
ment. The codebase is developed and maintained by the mem-
ber companies, acting both in their own and/or community’s
best interests. In an open-source project, everyone can spot a
bug or vulnerability and perhaps report it. However, unreported
SDK issues that go unnoticed provide an opportunity for
zero-day attacks on/from an enormous number of devices. A
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Fig. 5. AllJoyn’s inability to span subnets. AllJoyn is natively unable to span
its proximal network over multiple IP subnets.

strict code verification and security certification have to be
maintained to prevent tampering with the code to be put on
online stores for device owners to download and run.

B. Framework’s over-complexity & user’s over-responsibility

With the ever-growing number of devices, the end-user’s
task shifts from using a single pre-configured device to manag-
ing a growing dynamic network of devices. End users are often
unfamiliar and uncomfortable with device management and
pay little attention to security and testing thereof. To allow for
changing security policies without recompiling the application
code, Security 2.0 provides the SM as a Certificate-Authority
analogy for the end user to work with. Depending on the
environment dynamics, the end-user’s ongoing responsibilities
include: device/application (un)claiming, onboarding, policy
changes, certificate re-issuance, grouping and manifest approv-
ing. The manifest-approval process is especially challenging
as applications may produce and consume many interfaces,
necessitating a straightforward UI, conceivable interface de-
scriptions and proper security abstractions. Even then there
would have to be optimizations and vendor efforts to reduce
the granularity and complexity exposed, to avoid wasting end-
user’s time. In the context of intelligent buildings, building
managers are the ones responsible for security. Although they
are expected to be more security-aware than home owners,
the order-of-magnitude higher number of diverse devices to
manage presents extra challenges. Unless everything is easy-
enough and manageable for end users, a security expert will
have to be involved every time a SM action is required.

C. Limitations

As any other framework, AllJoyn suffers from limitations
stemming from its nature, design and age. These are often
inherent, but should be taken into account nevertheless. Here
we discuss software limitations, deadlocks and an inability to
span L3 subnets:

Software limitations. AllJoyn is pushed to the application-
software layer due to its design to be independent of OS,
hardware and network transport used. Software processing
generally comes with limitations. AllJoyn amplifies these as it
is supposed to carry out many tasks better-suited for hardware,



Risk Possible mitigation
Root of Trust compromise Well-protected root keystore, Access control, Policy

IoT hub compromise Secure platform, Unambiguous ownership
SDK exploit Security certification, Code verification

Framework’s over-complexity Proper abstractions, Conceivable UI
User’s over-responsibility Scoping

Software limitations Target-platform optimizations
Deadlocks Testing in target scale and environment

Inability to span IP subnets IP-nativeness
Header correlation Encrypted headers
Sessionless signals Authentication support, Limiting applicability

Multi-point sessions Authentication via asymmetric keys

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SELECTED ALLJOYN RISKS ALONG WITH RESPECTIVE MITIGATION SUGGESTIONS.

such as header processing, message filtering, rule matching
and numerous-key storing. This makes it easier for the attacker
to mount a denial-of-service or keystore-targeting attacks.

Deadlocks. Currently, it is possible to run in a deadlock
condition when using AllJoyn. With the growing number of
concurrent method calls and session setup requests, AllJoyn
hosts can become irresponsive. Because the deployment scales
vary, defaults do not suit everyone and to make the most
of AllJoyn, device memory has to be taken into account,
connection limits require fine-tuning and testing in target
environment and scale is well-recommended.

Inability to span subnets. AllJoyn proximal network cannot
cross boundaries imposed by the network layer protocol (as
depicted in Fig. 5). A single subnet might be sufficient for
running AllJoyn in home networks, but not inside buildings
and cities. Workarounds exist, such as using Gateway Agents
to bridge multiple AllJoyn networks together in a site-to-site
VPN-like fashion. But in cases when IP subnets are physically
adjacent, workarounds are undesirable and imply a suboptimal
design.

D. Privacy concerns
There are known privacy vulnerabilities in AllJoyn, which

are actively being addressed, unless they are trade-offs or
implications of the architectural decisions. Examples include
header correlation, sessionless signals or multipoint sessions:

Header correlation. AllJoyn provides both authentication
and encryption for message payload, but only authentication
for message headers. Headers are unencrypted because mid-
dleware operates on plaintext header information. It could
not if headers were end-to-end encrypted by applications.
Unencrypted headers carry information about sources, desti-
nations and even interfaces, allowing the eavesdropping party
to reason about the traffic patterns and educatedly guess what
is physically happening on the premises among devices.

Sessionless signals. A sessionless signal enables broad-
casting of signals to all reachable and interested nodes in
the AllJoyn proximal network without a created session.
As such, sessionless signals are currently neither encrypted,
nor authenticated, making them susceptible to spoofing and
information disclosure. AllJoyn uses sessionless signals for
discovery and application-state announcement purposes, carry-
ing data such as make, model, supported interfaces, claimable

status or configuration-change notifications. Applications can
use sessionless signals to carry any data they choose. As all the
carried data can then be easily sniffed, the recommendation is
not to put any sensitive or personally-identifiable information
(PII) inside sessionless signals.

Multi-point sessions. A multi-point session is a logical
connection between a single producer and multiple consumer
applications. Multi-point session signals are encrypted using
a symmetric key (called group key), initially generated by the
producer and distributed to consumers as encrypted using pair-
wise session keys (which are normally used for point-to-point
messaging). This allows the consumers to not just decrypt, but
also to spoof producer’s identity and send encrypted signals
on the multi-point session on producer’s behalf. Also, every
member provides a threat of compromise for the whole multi-
point session, should an attacker gain access to even a single
group key.

IV. CONCLUSION

As evident, there are a number of security and privacy risks
related to the upcoming deployment of the AllJoyn framework.
We have listed them to attract the research community to
actively participate in the process of their mitigation. Clearly,
AllJoyn is not yet designed for mission-critical deployments.
Nevertheless, if not addressed, the threats to humans, buildings
and/or electric and other infrastructures could be dramatic.
Paying the cost upfront for better embedded systems is much
cheaper than paying the costs of the resultant security disas-
ters.

Among the biggest threats is the Root of Trust compromise
that has severe security implications. Isolation, as one of the
security best practices, is broken in AllJoyn by the need
for interoperability. To achieve sufficient security level for
deployments at large-scale, AllJoyn should be combined with
other means, such as secure hardware, secure networking,
reliable OS and well-defined facility policies. From the usage
perspective, end users are facing a complex system that puts
over-responsibility on their shoulders. The framework’s pri-
vacy concerns should not be omitted from deployment consid-
erations, and data protection tools need to be standardized and
deployed to preserve individual’s privacy and organization’s
confidentiality.
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